
OpenAxes

Where information governance, litigation readiness and eDiscovery converge 

OpenAxes is an on-premise identification, collection, smart culling and legal hold solution that allows enterprise customers 
to easily investigate and analyze data in place, across unlimited endpoints. It is deployed behind your firewall and is designed 
with minimal infrastructure requirements. 

Identify relevant and potentially responsive data fast.

OpenAxes delivers data insight that enables clients to identify potentially relevant 
evidence early in the eDiscovery process, while giving greater data control and 
managing costs.

Manage in Place

Process hundreds of file formats where  
they reside on your network for the  
ultimate efficiency in data analysis.

Surgical Data Identification & Collection

Identify, then collect your data from  
virtually any source including email, file  
servers and other third party systems.

Data & Custodian Mapping

Seamlessly map data sources to the  
relevant custodians.

Intelligent Filtering

Run keyword, metadata and custodian-
based searches to cull down millions of 
records and identify the most relevant.

Data Visualization

Results are interactive, with search results 
presented in timeline and custodian 
communication charts.

Legal Hold Preservation

Apply legal hold to preserve ESI by 
maintaining data within your firewall.



Unlock the intelligence of your data

Enjoy the data at your fingertips that empowers you to understand, report and 
take action based on valid data intelligence. OpenAxes helps you understand your 
data repositories, isolate duplicates, and gain insight into the relevance and value to 
your organization. This allows you to pinpoint potential risk, set and audit retention 
policies, and achieve operation efficiencies. 

Visual results & reporting

With the end point analyzer, users can visually identify file age and duplication across unlimited storage devices, multiple 
terabyte of data, and thousands of file types from an easy-to-use interface.

Ricoh, your trusted partner

With our consultative approach, we help clients navigate their most pressing information challenges. Our combination of 
certified expertise and service excellence is backed by an over 85-year history of innovation and a refusal to be limited by 
tradition. Ricoh’s steadfast legacy and support provides the assurance of business security because when  
you work with us, the security of your information is our highest priority.

OpenAxes

Lifecycle Management Simplified Workflow Deployment Ease

• File Analysis and Reporting

• Compliance

• Retention & Defensible Deletion

• Legal Holds

• Policy Management

• eDiscovery Readiness

• Fast Processing

• Intuitive Search Interface 

• Defensible Culling

• Analysis of Results

• Simplified Export

• Meta Data & Text Extraction

• On-Premise SAAS

• Subscription Model

• Setup and Configure in Hours
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Engage with an eDiscovery Specialist to learn more


